Possible role of the receptor protein tyrosine phosphatase HmLAR2 in interbranch repulsion in a leech embryonic cell.
Accumulating evidence indicates that receptor protein tyrosine phosphatases (rPTPs) play major roles in growth cone migration. We have previously shown that the growth cones of the multiple parallel processes of an identified leech embryonic cell, the Comb cell (CC), express high levels of a leukocyte antigen-related (LAR)-like rPTP, HmLAR2. Embryonic injection of a polyclonal antibody to the receptor's ectodomain resulted in reduced process outgrowth and in processes crossing over each other, a behavior that is seldom observed in normal or control animals. Here we present results of injecting a soluble Fc-HmLAR2 ectodomain fusion protein into embryos in order to bind the endogenous ligands of HmLAR2. Single injections of the Fc-chimeric protein into the developing embryo resulted, 12 to 24 h postinjection, in clear morphological abnormalities, ranging from abnormally directed CC processes and crossovers to apparent growth cone collapse. At later times, 2 to 5 days post injection, growth cones appeared to have recovered and processes had continued to extend, but effects of the earlier guidance errors remained, with the CCs displaying a relatively high incidence of proximal guidance errors. When injected into the germinal plate of developing embryos, the fusion protein was found to bind selectively to the processes of the CCs themselves, in contrast to control injections of Fc alone or closely related Fc-tagged proteins, which did not decorate the CCs. Double-labeling experiments revealed an early phase of Fc-HmLAR2 labeling (within 20 min after application), during which the growth cones and filopodia of the CC showed significant binding of the receptor ectodomain, and a later phase (1-2 h after injection), when most of the label was redistributed away from the growth cones and into the proximal processes of the CC. In culture, HmLAR2-transfected COS cells were found to selectively bind the Fc-recombinant protein, but not Fc-tagged proteins bearing other closely related receptor ectodomains, demonstrating that the HmLAR2 ectodomain is capable of interacting homophilically. Together, our observations demonstrate that the rPTP HmLAR2 is critically involved in CC process extension through its participation in the regulation of growth cone structure, migration, and navigation. Moreover, since our experiments also indicate that HmLAR2 can bind to itself, we hypothesize that HmLAR2 has a key role in the mechanism of mutual repulsion that maintains the parallel growth of adjacent CC projections.